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Spectacular effect of volcano across foggy valley. Dark ridge with white & green reflections on right in moonlight against dark fog across smoky haze.

First view. This ridge with short bushes, trees & brown slope, all bathed in moonlight.

In foreground volcanic slopes with watermen climbing.

Slate, varanua wall in fog with lots of pollin flora shining dark against foggy madda ridge.
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are not over 30 feet in height and are rounded on the edges and generally are oval.

There are no traces of buildings or of cut stones and it is difficult to say whether any of the mound had buildings.
Guatemala City site
W. Holmes feb 28 1895

Here the ancient mounds extend over an area of a square mile or more and 40 structures of varied shapes are in view from a single point. There are doubtless many more beyond the range of vision and hidden in the Ramblas Clusters. The fields are flat with dark black soil and all in corn now gathered.

The Mounds

The majority are conical and only one conical. The highest conical is about 80 feet in height and very steep. This and others having a slope of 45° or more. Most of the conical ones are from 20 to 50 feet in height. The flat mounds...
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[Handwritten notes and sketches]

Field Notes

WMN, 1895
Helin coll.

Small lamp-bowl, not well hole at side through overhanging rim.

Rude orange red.

Chamberlin dark reddish brown well polished with traces of white based half green earth in places of legs.

With mottled pete dark brown less bright reddish orange clouds with greens of blackest tones. Frescoing two grooves on neck. Base in body not incised.